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This invention relates generally to a tube coupling hav 
ing a reinforced sealing and locking ring, and constitutes 
a continuation-in-part of the subject matter of my applica 
tion ?led September 16, 1957, bearing Serial No. 684,113, 
now abandoned. 
One of the essential objects of the invention is to pro 

vide a tube coupling of the type mentioned wherein a 
tubular ?tting of improved con?guration is adapted to re 
ceive an end of a length of tubing or pipe, and wherein 
a composite elastic ring is adapted to be interposed be 
tween preformed or shaped annular grooves or recesses 
respectively in said ?tting and in said length of tubing 
or pipe and is operable (l) to form a ?uid-tight seal 
that will e?ectively prevent leakage between said ?tting 
and said length of tubing or pipe, (2) to hold the length 
of tubing or pipe against outward end-thrust and thereby 
prevent such tubing from being accidentally withdrawn 
or pressure-blown endwise from said ?tting, and (3) 
to permit universal or angular movement ‘of the length of 
tubing or pipe relative to the ?tting. 
Another object is to provide a tube coupling that is 

simple in construction, economical to manufacture, easy 
to assemble and disassemble and et?cient in operation. 

Other objects, advantages and novel details of con 
struction of this invention will be made more apparent 
as this description proceeds, especially when considered 
in connection with the accompanying drawing wherein: 

Figure l is a fragmentary vertical sectional view 
through a partially assembled tube coupling embodying 
my invention, showing one length of tubing fully as 
sembled with the ?tting, and showing one split ring with 
in the ?tting about to receive the second length of tubing. 

Figure 2 is a view similar to Figure 1, showing the 
second length of tubing aforesaid received within the 
split ring and advanced within the insert in the ?tting, 
and showing by dotted lines the split ring after it has 
been withdrawn from the ?tting. 

Figure 3 is a vertical longitudinal sectional view 
through a fully assembled tube coupling embodying my 
invention, and showing portions of the tubing broken 
away. 

Figure 4 is an enlarged fragmentary vertical sectional 
view through a portion of. the tube coupling. 

Figure 5 is an enlarged fragmentary view of the com 
posite ring shown in Figures 1 to 4 inclusive, with parts 
broken away and in section. 

Figure 6 is an elevational view of one of the split rings 
employed during assembly and disassembly of the tube 
coupling. 

Figure 7 is a view similar to Figure 5, but showing a 
modi?ed form of composite ring. 

Figure 8 is a View similar to Figures 5 and 7, but 
showing another modi?ed form of composite ring. 

In'the- drawing, A are lengths of tubing or pipes, B is 
a tubular ?tting receiving adjacent end portions of said 
lengths, and C are composite radially expansible and 
contractible elastic rings interposed between said ?tting B 
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2 
and the adjacent end portions '10 of said lengths of tubing 
or pipes. 
As shown, the adjacent end portions 10 of the lengths 

A of tubing or pipes are substantially straight and have at 
their periphery identical outwardly opening inwardly pro 
jecting preformed annular grooves or channels 11 adapted 
to receive the composite rings C. Each groove or chan 
nel 11 has a curved bottom 12, a curved side 13, and a 
substantially straight inclined side 14. 
The ?tting B is preferably a one-piece metal casting 

and is an elongated annulus of su?icient length to not 
only receive and form an enclosure for the adjacent end 
portions 10 of the lengths of tubing, including the grooves 
11, 'but to permit the adjacent end portions 10 of the 
lengths of tubing or pipes to be spaced apart and to re 
ceive therebetween a compressible and deformable an 
nular insert or spacer D of resilient material such as rub 
ber or rubber-like material or rubber composition. 

Preferably, the ?tting B is provided at opposite ends 
of the insert D with identical inwardly opening out 
wardly projecting relatively deep preformed annular 
grooves or channels 15 adapted to initially receive the 
composite rings C while the parts are being assembled, 
and is provided at the outer sides of said channels 15 with 
identical inwardly opening outwardly projecting relatively 
shallow preformed annular grooves or recesses 16 that 
connect or open axially into the outer sides of the chan 
nels 15 and are adapted to receive the composite rings 0 
when the parts are ?nally assembled. 
The outer sides 17 of the annular recesses 16 are pref 

.erably curved, and such curved sides 17 are oifset out 
wardly and spaced from the curved sides 13 of the 
grooves 11 to receive the composite rings C therebetween 
when the parts are ?nally assembled. 
As shown, each curved or concave annular surface 

13 of the grooves 11 in section form substantially an arc 
of a circle of an extent of slightly less than 90°. Like 
wise, each curved or concave annular surface 17 of the 
annular recesses 16 in section forms an arc of a circle 
of an extent of slightly less than 90°. 
To facilitate the assembly and disassembly of the parts, 

the ?tting B has at the outer sides of the annular recesses 
16 annular entrance portions 18 having beveled or tapered 
outer ends 19. Each annular entrance portion 18 has a di 
ameter slightly larger than the external diameter of the 
end portions 10 of the lengths A of tubing to not only 
permit the end portions 10 of such lengths to be inserted 
into the ?tting B, but to also permit short lengths of 
longitudinally split rings or cooperating semi-circular 
members E to be inserted within the ?tting B, whereby 
such members E may be used while the parts are being 
assembled or disassembled to temporarily retain the com 
posite rings C in the channels 15 in the ?tting B during 
insertion or withdrawal of the lengths A of tubing or 
pipes relative to said ?tting, and whereby such split 
rings E may be sleeved upon and serve as guides for the 
lengths A of tubing or pipes when the end portions 10' 
thereof are inserted into or withdrawn from the ?tting 
B. Preferably the split rings E are provided at their 
outer ends with laterally projecting annular flanges 20 
that serve as ?nger pieces by which the split rings E' 
may be conveniently manipulated. Thus these split rings 
E facilitate the insertion and withdrawal of the lengths 
A of tubing or pipes relative to the ?tting B. 

Normally when the parts are ?nally assembled, the 
body of the resilient insert D is spaced slightly from a 
centrally located inwardly projecting annular enlarge 
ment or pilot portion 21 of the ?tting B, and has an in 
wardly projecting annular portion 22 ?tting snugly be 
tween and forming seals with the adjacent end portions 
10 of the lengths A of tubing or pipes. As shown, this 
insert D has at opposite ends thereof outwardly pro 



3 
jecting annular attaching ?anges 23 that straddle and 
engage opposite ends of the annular enlargement or 
pilot portion 21 of the ?tting.‘ Preferably the outer sides 
of the attaching ?anges 23 vare substantially ?ush with 
and-formextensions or continuations of the inner sides 
of the channels 15 inlthe ?tting, and the inner surface 
of‘the'invvardly projecting annular portion 22 is substan 
tially ?ush with» and forms an extension or continuation 
oi-the inner surfaces of the lengths A of tubing or pipes. 
Each composite ring‘ C vshown in Figures 1 to 5 inclu 

sive, comprises'an outer hollow or ‘tubular metallic cage 
24 and an inner solid‘ resilient core 25. Preferably the 
cage ‘24 isan annulus formed from a spiral or helical ‘wire 
spring having convolution’s‘ 26 that are substantially cir 
cular 'in cross section. Such convolutions 26 are‘subé 
stantially uniform indianieter throughout the circum 
ference of‘vithe' cage and are embedded’ in the periphery 
of andiserve as a retainer for the’core 25.’ The core 25 
is an annulus formed frorna'bo'd-y of rubber or rubber? 
like 'material'or rubber’ composition and‘is molded’ as'a 
?ller within'and'b'etween the convolutions 256 vof the wire 
spring forming the ‘ca/gen ‘Suchres'ilient‘core isv circular 
in'cross section, and hasa substantially uniform diameter 
throughout the circumference thereof. " ' 
The inside diameter 'Yof‘ each composite ring C in its 

free state'is slightly less insane outside diameter of 
each of theannulargrooves 11' in'the end portions 10; of 
theflengths ‘A’ of tubing or pipes, so that the rings’ C ‘will 
?ttightly'in the grooves Hill.’ However, such‘ composite 
rings C; are expansible and contractible radially and are 
capable. of being stretched'to'encircle the split rings E 
when the latter are inserted intov the ?tting B while‘the 
parts are being assembled. ' ' ' Y 'i ‘' 

When it isdesiljed'to' assemble the parts, the composite 
rings (‘Z-are stretched radially'onto the split rings Ewhen' 
the latter are inserted one at a'time into thev ?tting >13‘, 
and such rings are initially received in the channel's'15 
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in said ?tting, as illustrated in Figure lat the right-hand ' 
side thereof: 'The end portions 1%} of the lengths'of tubing 
are then inserted one at time into the split ‘rings, E, and 
are advanced to a position within‘ the insert or’ spacer D,‘ 
as illustrated in Figure 2 at the right-hand side/thereof. 
This advancement of the end portions 10‘ of the lengths 
of tubing causes the insert or spacer D to vbe distorted'or' 
stretched'radially into‘ the clearance space 305 against the 
pilot portion offthe ?tting B." The split ring‘svE ‘are 
then withdrawn'one at a time from the ?tting B__, as illus 
trated-Iby dottedlines‘in Figure 2" at ‘the right-hand'side 
thereof.- The lengths A of tubing or pipes are then with 
drawn one at a‘tiine from the insert or ‘spacer D.' This 
will cause (1;) the insert or ‘spacer D to return torit's 
original; position wherein the body thereof is in radially 
spaced relation to the pilot portion 21 of the ?tting, (2)‘ 
the grooves 11 in the tubing to be positioned successively 
in- registration with the channels 15 and the recesses 16 
in the ?tting B’, and (3')- the inner ends of the tubing A 
to- abut andbe held‘ in snug'or, ?rm sealing engagement 
with the opposite ends'of the inwardly'projecting annular. 
portion 22 of the insert or spacer D. iv ’ " 
When the lengths, A of tubing are withdrawn from 

the spacer D“ the grooves 11 in the tubing A register ?rst 
with the channels 35 in the ?tting B. The composite 
rings C» will automatically constrict ‘into and will snuglyv 
engage the bottoms 12 of the grooves 171 in the tubing. 
Such,’ rings 0 then ride inthe grooves 11 and are carried 
outwardlyfthereby until the latter are positioned next in. 
registration with the recesses 16 the ?tting B. The 
rings C are then in that or snug engagement with the 
curved portions 13 and 17 respectively ‘of’ the tubing'A 
and ?tting'B; as’ illustrated in Figure 3. ‘I A 

In use, the composite rings C in cooperation with the 
opposed curved, portions 13 and 17 ‘respectively of the 
tubing A and- fitting: B will form ?uid7'ti'ght seals ‘that’ 
Will-1 etiect-ivesly preventtlealgage between thej'?tting/B and 
the lengths, Ajgfa tithing. or Pipes! The Cage 214* at sash. 
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4 
composite ring C will resist compression, and thus such 
rings C’ will also hold the lengths A of tubing or pipes 
against outward end-thrust, and thereby will prevent any 
accidental withdrawal of the lengths A of tubing or pipes 
endwise from the ?tting B. In fact, if there is any out 
ward end-thrust, then the seal a?ected becomes ?rmer 
and stronger. Such ringssQ, iii cooperation with the 
grooves 11 and recesses 16,- will-also maintain the seals 
between. the. 8921991? D. antlilicnsths. As.‘ Qf: ‘whine Also, 
the composite, rings _.C> serve. theileng'ths 
A of tubing, and the clearance or annular spaces 31 be-, 
tween the ‘inclinedv sides 14 i of the ‘grooves 117 ‘and’ the 
beveled end portionsd?nohthel?tting liviwillspermit angu 
lar or universal movement of the lengths“ A‘ of tubing 
relative to the ?tting Babout said fulcriiirns, and without 
any danger of leakage. 
The lengths A of tubing are also relieved of any bind 

ing strains or stresses, especially in the event of any mis 
alignment; ~Such connectionalso relieves the lengths ‘of 
tubing from fatigue and possible breakage adjacent the 
?tting; Also,’ the‘c'omposite rings C reduce noise trans 
mission as they cushion and dampen vibration; ' ‘ 
The insert or spacer D provides a continuous internal. 

boreor inner 'sunface between the lengths A oftubing, 
and‘thereb‘y prevents any particles lodging between the 
tubing; . ,, . ,_ .. i 

‘To ‘disassemble the-parts, the lengths A of: tubing are 
initially pushed inwardly one at. a time into the insertor 
spacer D. Duringthis inward-movement, the inclinedv 
portions‘ 14_ or the‘ grooves 11. push or cam upwardly 
the composite rings C into the channels; '15- in‘ the ?tting 
B». 'I'he‘split rings'E are then sleeved one. at a time onto.‘ 
and-:are pushed lengthwise of the tubing A into the?tting 
B. 'This causes the composite rings C'to be heldoutof‘ 
the way of the tubing A, so that such tubing can then be. 
withdrawn from'the split'rings E in the fitting B. There: 
after the split rings E and compositeQrings C are. with 
drawn one at a time from the ?tting Blto complete, the. 
disassembly of the parts. " " 

In Figure 7 I‘ have shown a slightly modi?ed form. of. 
composite ring C5 wherein such ring. comprises. a, solid, 
resilient body’40 ofvcirclilar cross sectionwhereinmetal 
particles 41 are embedded at random as reinforcements. 
to enable such ringC'Yto resist shear when Subjected'to. 
end-thrust. ' 

In Figure 8 I have shown another modi?ed form of 
composite ring C" comprising a solid resilient body, 50 
of circulai‘ cross 'sectionfwherein either asbestos. orvcar; 
bon particles 51 are embedded at random as reinforce 
ments'to "enable such ring. C’! tov resist shear when sub 
jected to' end-thrust. " i i 

What I claim as my invention is: 
1. In combination, a length‘ of tubing. having adjacent, 

one end thereof an outer concave annular surface curved 
outwardly ‘and toward the endof said tubing, said curved 
surface in section forming substantially an arc of atcircle 
of‘. an extent of slightly less than 90?’, an. annular ?tting. 
encircling said- end portion. and‘ haying an mularc‘hall 
nel and an annular recess in axial communication ‘with 
each other spaced from an end of. said. ?tting, said chan 
nel opening radially inwardly, Ithe. outer diameter of, 
said recess. vbeing. substantially less than; that, of said 
channel, said recess having an annular conoage end 811 -. 
face curved inwardly and towardytheend-of. said?tting, 
said last-mentioned‘ annular, surface, in) section, forming 
an arc of a_ circle 05 an extent, of slightlyjless than, ‘Of’ 
and in the‘ assembled position on said tubing being in 
opposed, relation to the, ?rst-mentionedannular sun ‘as, 
and ‘a single ‘means providing a fluid-tight‘ seal’v between 
said tubing“ and saidv ?tting and" preventing‘ accid ntal 
withdrawal ofsaid tubing from said comprising 
a resilient: radially and’ substantially axially 
non-compressible ring ‘of’ circular cross ‘sedans between 
and having surface'sealing ‘engagement ‘with the opposed 
curved surfaces‘ aforesaid, andi'amclosed ‘annular coil 
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spring embedded in said resilient ring adjacent but ‘not 
protruding from the surface thereof, said channel being 
adapted to substantially completely receive the expanded 
ring to provide clearance for manual insertion or with 
drawal of said tubing relative to said ?tting, the interior 
of said ?tting between the outer end thereof and said re 
cess being spaced from said tube a distance less than the 
radius of the cross~section of said sealing means. 

2. In combination, a length of tubing having adjacent 
one end thereof an outer concave annular surface curved 
outwardly and toward the end of said tubing, said curved 
surface in section forming substantially an arc of a circle 
of an extent of slightly less than 90°, an annular ?tting 
encircling said end portion and having an annular chan 
nel and an annular recess in axial communication with 
each other spaced from an end of said ?tting, said chan 
nel opening radially inwardly, the outer diameter of 
said recess being substantially less than that of said chan 
nel, said recess having an annular concave end surface 
curved inwardly and toward the end of said ?tting, said 
last-mentioned annular surface in section forming an arc 
of a circle of an extent of slightly less than 90° and in 
the assembled position on said tubing being in opposed 
relation to the ?rst-mentioned annular surface, and a 
single means providing a ?uid-tight seal between said 
tubing and said ?tting and preventing accidental with 
drawal of said tubing from said ?tting, comprising a pre 
formed radially expansible and contractible substantially 
axially non-compressible composite solid elastic shear 
resisting ring of circular cross section between and having 
surface sealing engagement with the opposed curved sur 
faces aforesaid, said channel being adapted to substan 
tially completely receive the expanded ring to provide 
clearance for manual insertion or withdrawal of said 
tubing relative to said ?tting, the interior of said ?tting 
between the outer end thereof and said recess being 
spaced from said tube a distance lessthan‘the radius of 
the cross-section of said sealing means, said sealing 
means being so constructed and arranged that same is 
prevented by its composition and characteristics from 
extruding or cold ?owing into the said space between 
said tube and said ?tting. _ 

3. The combination as set forth in claim 2 in which 
said recess is disposed between said channel and the end 
aforesaid of said ?tting and in which said recess is in 
registration with and opens radially inwardly toward said 
concave annular surface. 

4. The combination as set forth in claim 2 in which 
said annular ?tting is provided with a second annular 
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channel and a :second annular recess, said second recess . 
having an annular concave end surface curved inwardly 
toward and in the opposite direction axially with respect 
to the curvature of the ?rst-mentioned recess to receive 
the end of a second length of tubing insertable in the 
?tting at the end thereof opposite said ?rst-mentioned 
tubing, said ?tting being provided between said annular 
channels with an integral inwardly projecting annular 
portion, and a single annular resilient sleeve ‘having an 
nular ?anges overlapping and having sealing engagement 
with opposite ends of said inwardly projecting annular 
portion ‘and with the adjacent ends of the tubings. 

5. The structure described in claim 4 wherein the an 
nular resilient sleeve is compressible and deformable by 
said lengths of tubing during manual insertion or With 
drawal of said tubing relative to said ?tting. 

6. The combination as set ‘forth in claim 2 in which 
metal particles are embedded in the sealing ring to re 
sist shear when subjected to end-thrust. 

7. The combination as set forth in claim 2 in which 
asbestos is embedded in the sealing ring to resist shear 
when subjected to end-thrust. 

8. The combination as set forth in claim 2 in which 
carbon particles are embedded in the sealing ring to re 
sist shear when subjected to end-thrust. 
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